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It might be assumed that the syntactic functions of demonstratives are universal: those that appear with nouns function as determiners or specifiers of the nouns, while those that occur alone function as pronouns. In many languages, however, the distribution of demonstratives in connected speech indicates that they are not functionally equivalent to those in languages like English.

For most languages, it is relatively easy to elicit structures that seem to parallel English demonstrative adjectives. Languages do vary in the number of demonstratives they contain (this/that/yonder) and the distinctions they encode (near speaker/near hearer, visible/invisible, etc.). Still, demonstrative constructions often appear equivalent across languages. The examples cited in the following discussion come from a single language, to avoid continual reorientation to new forms, but they were chosen to illustrate characteristics of a large set of areally and genetically unrelated languages. The Tuscarora sentences in 1) and 2) were provided by the late Elton Greene of Lewiston, New York, as translations of the accompanying English sentences.

   this  knife  too it is dull
   'This knife is too dull.'

   that   horse  it is getting old
   'That horse is getting older.'

Like their English counterparts, the demonstratives kyèni:kò: 'this/these' and hè:ni:kò: 'that/those' distinguish entities according to their distance from the speaker.

Demonstratives in languages like Tuscarora are surprisingly pervasive in spontaneous discourse, but they do not always precede nouns. They may follow them, as below. (These and all subsequent examples come from spontaneous connected speech.)

   bear  this  he tried  he struggled
   'The bear tried, he struggled.'

   there  there she blew  ghost  that
   'She blew (at) that ghost'

Like their English counterparts, these demonstratives can cooccur with numbers, but either order is possible.

   those  two of them  they two chased me
   'Those two chased me.'

   this  then  one  this  he is a member
   'At this time, he and a certain member of the tribe
   this  here  it is amazing  they two became friends
   became very good friends.'

Why would speakers choose to reverse the constituents of noun phrases?

A closer look at languages of this type reveals that demonstratives and associated nouns do not necessarily form syntactic units equivalent to their English counterparts. In English, common count nouns must be preceded by a specifier such as an article, possessive, or demonstrative in most contexts. Sentences like 7) are ungrammatical without them.

7) #Tidy gardener put hoe in shed.

Multiple English specifiers do not cooccur before a noun. All perform the same syntactic function, so any one is sufficient.

8) #The my this tidy gardener put a your that hoe in the his that shed.

   There are many languages, however, that do not require specifiers before nouns.

   girl  it bit her
   'It bit a/the little girl.'

In some of these languages, optional definite markers may appear with nouns. Demonstratives can cooccur with these markers. Tuscarora has no exact equivalent to the English definite article, but an optional particle ha? precedes nouns and other constituents functioning as nominal arguments, and is often translated 'the'.

   he took out the  fish
   'He took out the fish.'

Demonstratives can appear both before and after ha?

   he hollered  this  the  it is crafty
   'The fox hollered.'
In fact, all demonstratives are referential in their own right, although they may be semantically coreferential with adjacent nouns. They are syntactically equivalent to the nouns, appositives, a fact that is consistent with their variable order. Note that in Tuscarora, a demonstrative and a coreferential nominal may both be preceded by ha?, the particle that precedes nominals.

I am large
the
they are Tuscarora

kayetakrə:tih.
they dwell (specific)
people here.'

The absence of separate demonstrative adjectives is especially typical of languages with obligatory pronominal affixes or clitics within verbs. Because the bound pronouns refer to core arguments, verbs in such languages can and often do function as complete clauses in themselves. Coreferent nouns, when present, do not bear precisely the same syntactic relationships to verbs that subject and direct object nouns bear in English; they function as appositive to the pronominal affixes (Withun 1985). They also do not serve as heads of noun phrases, that is, hierarchical structures containing determiners and adjectives. (Such languages usually lack a special syntactic class of attributive adjectives as well.) The resulting 'flat' structures are a mark of what are sometimes termed nonconfigural languages. (See among others Hale 1983 and Heath 1986.)

Since demonstratives in these languages do not perform obligatory syntactic functions in noun phrases, it might be assumed that they bear a light functional load. All of the sentences cited above would be syntactically grammatical without them. Their omission might seem to have little semantic effect: without the demonstrative, 17) would mean something like 'I am chief of the Tuscarora people'. Yet demonstratives are surprisingly pervasive in connected discourse in many types of languages. As their ubiquity attests, they perform crucial functions in the packaging of information.

Demonstratives serve a powerful orienting role. At the beginning of narratives, for example, proximate demonstratives ('this/these') are typically used to focus the attention of the audience on a specific event, time, place, or character. Mr. Greene often used demonstratives to open Tuscarora stories, as in 18).

18) ū:nahə? kə:θ, ašə yakwakətə:θəba,
long ago used to when we were children

'Long ago, when we were children
they visit us to this story
people used to visit us, and they would
they tell this story.'

Proximate demonstratives are typically used to focus the attention of the audience on a specific point in time. Another Tuscarora legend opened with general remarks on the stone giants who used to roam, killing people and animals. The speaker then drew the attention of the listeners to a particular time:

19) U:nô hésna: ài:tì thyawáhe:t kyô:nf:kô:, now then one time this
'Now this one time,

kukutehyahrutšhrôny: ne?skâhô:weh ... they crowd gathered large somewhere ...
a large crowd gathered somewhere ...'

Proximate demonstratives can provide spatial orientation. The passage in 20) comes from an historical account of the capture of an American general by the British during the war of 1812.

'They took him away and left him

yuhwa:kayô:nafa:nf:ro?:, wa?kayô:nanìhtrô:t. they left him they tied him up on this island, tied up.'

The center of action moves to the island at this point, where a group of Tuscaroras will make a daring rescue by canoe.

Major protagonists are frequently introduced with proximate demonstratives. Demonstratives are appropriate for this purpose, since they point out a center of interest. A proximate ('this/ these') is used because such protagonists establish the center of the action and our vantage point. The passage in 21) comes from a legend about the slaying of a monster. We are first told that the Indians in the area were bothered by a dinosaur who went around destroying homes and killing people. Our attention is then directed to three people in particular with the proximate deictic 'these'.

21) U:nô hésna: ài:tì thyawáhe:t, now then one time
'Now then one time,

... kyô:nf:kô: dhsô: tîkô:yâ:kô: wa?kayô:tô:rd:te? these three of them they went hunting

Distal demonstratives ('that/those') are used to point out important entities at a distance from our vantage point. The men introduced above were enjoying themselves when all of a sudden, they heard something chasing them. They spied the dinosaur and began to run. The dinosaur caught the slowest runner and carried his body off. It then returned to chase the second. This runner is referred to by a distal demonstrative 'that'; the audience does not follow the victim, but watches from a distance.

22) U:nô nekti:ha:nâ:t ..., wahrâ:tkâh tîkô:yâ:kô: now second it chased him that
'Now the second one, it chased that one.'

After the dinosaur has caught the second runner and carried the body off to store as food, our attention is drawn to the third runner. This time a proximate demonstrative 'this' is used. This third runner will assume center stage, and it is through his eyes that we will watch subsequent events.

23) U:nô hésna: ... absâha:nâ:t, ... kyô:nf:kô: rarâ:rd:he?, now then third this he's running
'Now then this one, the third one, he's running,

absâha:nâ: de:ri: ahrutâbhi:n now his strength is dead he knows it will catch him he's already exhausted. He knows it will catch up to him.'

Once a vantage point has been established, other characters can be pointed out with respect to it. In the middle of the chase, a handsome young man appears, sent by the Holy Spirit, and asks what seems to be the trouble. After all is explained, he tells the hunter not to worry, and steps behind a tree. As the emissary moves away from the hunter (and us), he is designated by a distal demonstrative 'that'. As he returns, a proximate demonstrative 'this' is used.

24) Yahwahrakwô:de:? hê:nf:kô: rakwâ:thô, he went around that young man
'He went around behind the tree, that nice young man,

kah-es: kyô:nf:kô: kâhreks ... yu:yâ:nu:naf:nhrô?:, he came out this lion it wing standing and then (this one) came back out as a winged lion.'

Once characters or objects have been introduced, demonstratives can function to link subsequent mentions of them. As the winged lion goes to meet the aforementioned dinosaur, the dinosaur
is reidentified with a demonstrative, an overt reminder that this is the dinosaur we were discussing earlier.

it it that he body carries
'It met that dinosaur.'

Such a device is particularly useful in a language without definite articles.

Demonstratives can be exploited to distinguish characters in narratives. The vantage point of the audience is usually that of the major protagonist, so he or she is consistently identified by a proximate demonstrative 'this (one)'. Other characters are referred to by a distal demonstrative 'that (one)'. During the fight between the nice young man (now a winged lion) and the dinosaur, our viewpoint is that of the young man. This fact serves to distinguish reference to the two adversaries during the fight.

25) wə?yhrə: ʷa?nydhtihr, kyə:nikə: wəhratə:nəh, it very they are even this he pleaded
'It was a very even fight, and so this one pleaded,'

he said help me.
he said, "Help me!'".

Demonstratives are not limited to pointing out human beings, although of course people are more often foregrounded in narrative than objects. During a discussion of how to make cornbread, the speaker described how he would first go after ashes, then boil water, put the ashes in the kettle with the water, stir, add beans, add corn, boil until the skin peeled off of the kernels, wash the corn, grind it into meal, mix in beans, then add some boiling water to make dough. He then said:

now I’ll make this the bread
'Now I’ll make this bread.'

The demonstrative signals a return to the bread, still the primary topic of the discussion.

Demonstratives are not used every time an entity is referred to. They normally function to focus or refocus the attention of the audience. They appear at the beginning of episodes, when a new scene is set, or as our attention shifts back and forth between characters. They do not usually appear with each verb when a single character accomplishes a rapid, conceptually unified series of actions. The dinosaur's attack on the second hunter was described as in 27, for example:

27) Wəhrə:u:nə:?, ʔchəha?w, ne?skabə: we yahwa?kdə:yə?, it caught him back it carried it somewhere it left it
'It caught him, carried him back, and left him somewhere.'

(The pronominal patient changes from masculine to neuter here because the dinosaur caught the hunter alive, but carried and stored only his body.) In this way, the demonstratives establish a certain rhythm in the flow of information. In fact in many languages, demonstratives play a major role in manipulating the flow of information. In spontaneous spoken discourse, speakers tend to introduce only one significant new piece of information at a time. A newsworthy action, along with constituents identifying a new agent, patient, location, and time, are rarely introduced simultaneously within a single intonation unit. In languages where verbs contain bound pronouns, it is not unusual for intonation units to consist only of a single verb, or of a verb with a single argument or adverbial. A typical distribution of information over intonation units can be seen in 28), the opening of an anecdote. Each intonation unit, set off here on a different line, introduces a significant new piece of information.

28) ʔə:tih .. thyəwərə:t .. one time
kyə:nikə: ɾə:kweh,
this man
-routerəkwa?yə? ʔə: ɾə:nə:okwarə? .. ,
he animal has toad
ɾə?kənə?kyeh kərə? ,
on his hand it's at home

'One time this man had a wart on his hand.'

The intonational structuring mirrors the conceptual structuring, with breaks between foci of attention.

Demonstratives can perform a crucial role in controlling the length of intonation units. Often demonstratives stand in for longer constituents, pointing to their expansions in preceding or following intonation units. The passage in 29), for example, opened the account cited earlier of the British-American war. Instead of introducing the war and the participants all at once, the speaker identified them in separate intonation units. The demonstrative in the third line signals the participation of those fighting and points to their fuller identification later.

29) U:nəha?,
long ago
As the translation of 30) illustrates, structures involving demonstratives in such languages can resemble English relative clauses pragmatically. They provide further information about a particular entity. English 'that' has involved into a formal marker of syntactic dependence (unstressed that), however. Demonstratives in structures like 30) serve only as semantic links, not syntactic ones. The clauses in which they appear are grammatically independent. The second line in 31) functions similarly as a parenthetical appositive. The demonstrative simply links the entities involved explicitly.

31)  $\text{tikåhå:wî} \text{ kyé:nî:kâ}: \text{ wabståhâ:ka?} \text{ kyé:nî:kâ}: \text{ ka:}.$

and British

'Long ago, when the Americans and the British were at war ...'

In this particular passage, the intonation units followed in rapid succession, but they were still prosodically distinct. The demonstratives do not indicate syntactic structure, but they do mark information structure. The passage would be syntactically grammatical without them, but they are useful in focusing our attention and in overtly linking the content of intonation units.

This use of demonstratives can also contribute to the efficient functioning of pragmatic word order. In languages where all core case relations are established within the verb, word order is not necessary for disambiguating syntactic relations (Mithun 1984, 1986). Instead, it functions pragmatically: constituents are ordered according to their descending order of newsworthiness. The most significant, unpredictable information appears early, followed by increasingly predictable and incidental information. Such a system is of course most efficient if the number of constituents is not excessive. Ordering ten words according to their relative contribution to the discourse is a more complex operation than ordering two or three, and the result is more difficult to interpret. When demonstratives stand in for elaborate constituents, they permit more effective use of pragmatic ordering. In the account of the British-American war, we are told that a certain General Porter befriended a Tuscarora man. This man had been taught special skills, in particular, the power of being invisible. When the general was captured by the British, that Tuscarora man decided to rescue him. When we are told of this, the verb, representing a new action, appears first. The hero, who has already been introduced, appears last. He is pointed out with a demonstrative, since our attention must shift back to him from the British and the general. The demonstrative also suggests a further identification of the man. We had not been told his name before.

32)  $\text{twåkå:ye:} \text{ kyé:nî:kâ}: \text{ utätåhreb,} \text{ wa?kå:vå?nå?}.$

and it happened this stones

'and it happened that they turned into stones.'

There are no language-internal reasons to accord these constructions special syntactic status. The demonstratives may be stressed, and may be followed by falling pitch, unlike the English 'that' of complement constructions. The clauses they refer to are finite, containing full specification of core arguments and tense and aspect.

Demonstratives in many languages share basic lexical meanings with their English counterparts: they point out entities in terms of relative distance. They do not necessarily function in the same way, however. In English, demonstratives perform certain
language-specific syntactic functions. Demonstrative adjectives fill an obligatory syntactic role as specifiers in noun phrases; although speakers may choose which specifier they will use, they may not choose whether or not to use one. The English distal demonstrative pronoun that has developed into an overt marker of dependent syntactic structure in relative and complement clauses.

In languages like those described here, demonstratives have been grammaticalized to the extent that they constitute a closed lexical class, but they are not required for syntactic grammaticality. They do not function as specifiers, nor do they mark syntactically dependent structures.

Whether demonstratives function as formal markers of syntactic structure or not, they can perform powerful roles in the organization of discourse: in establishing orientation, in tracking entities, and in controlling the flow of information. Some of these functions are particularly useful in languages that lack obligatory marking for definiteness, and in those characterized by morphologically complex words and pragmatic word ordering. When used in these ways, demonstratives constitute devices that speakers can exploit at will. They are evoked by textual considerations rather than by syntactic context. Some speakers may be more systematic in their use of them than others, and individual speakers may vary from one situation to the next in their exploitation of them, but they are pervasive, powerful tools. It is easy to overlook their function in the unfolding of discourse if they are examined only in isolated, elicited sentences, rather than in spontaneous, connected speech.
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